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Nuclear emergency has been imposed in the country and all the nuke plants 

have been shut. Thousands of residents have have been ordered to evacuate 

areas near the nuclear power plants.
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@SEXYmikey321 Oh shut the fuck up with that end of days nonsense. It's an 
earthquake, retard. How the fuck do you think continents were formed?

Bonjarreau 1 hour ago 31  

haha i like the news corrospondent he sounds like the kwik e mart owner from the 
simpsons,
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@atemyundies judge not.....as Christians we arent supposed to point the finger we 
are supposed to help and guide one another regardless of beliefs or life style, please 
get it right all believers you may be hurting the cause more than you are helping it
musicalmindframe 6 seconds ago 

HAARP
cdimmm 2 minutes ago 

@YouLiamTube No there is no "man" in the sky, nothing ever said there was, alot of 
people tend to interpret things wrong and most people listen to what their preacher 
or parents tell them and never question it, but if you take it upon yourself to look for 
the truth and research and experience, you'll find that there is a very good possibility 
that a God entity does exist, and really physics and everything else at the smallest 
level falls apart without the factor of a creator
musicalmindframe 3 minutes ago 

@MrIlovebmw86 YOUR SOO EWW 
boraxe1 3 minutes ago 

@cronos42 you people are scared!
AveolarD 4 minutes ago 

Lol it's so funny.

Anything that pop up on the screen he tries to make sound so dramatic. Imagine a 
picture of a penis came on there.
MrIlovebmw86 6 minutes ago 

APU: welcome to quiky mart!

Homer: oooh donuts, D'oh!

They were fake.

China gets tsunami ever year But japan got hit hard. Amaterasu must be angry.
KuronoTorigaDS 6 minutes ago 

@pettepoo NO ITS CUTE U KNW
boraxe1 6 minutes ago 

THis is so sad.. :{
pettepoo 7 minutes ago 

kwik-e-mart
dallas2denton 8 minutes ago 
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